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Abstract—Recently, research communities have dedicated 

their efforts to the development of versatile and innovative 

Blockchain-based application systems. These systems are 

usually independent and thus difficult to be integrated and 

cooperated with each other during cross-chain transactions in 

terms of the interoperability perspective. In addition, there 

may be potential risks once external malicious attackers desire 

to control or manipulate nodes in cross-chain systems. It is 

necessary to have a solution preventing users’ misbehaviors 

during the process of information and value exchange among 

different blockchains. In this paper, we propose a dynamic 

reputation management scheme which can effectively detect 

misbehaviors and identify potential security risks during 

cross-chain transactions. Our scheme conducts a mechanism 

evaluating reputation and trustworthiness of nodes and chains, 

respectively, through their current state and transactions 

history. This characteristic can help any cross-chains system 

well-react and be resistant against ongoing-endangered 

behaviors within a reasonable computation time.  

 
Index Terms—blockchain, cross-chains, reputation 

management, interoperability 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Blockchain technology has become one of the most 

subversive innovative technologies after the bitcoin [1] 

system was proposed in 2008. Since then, Blockchain has 

been adopted and utilized in different applications, such as 

financial, medical and cryptocurrency, with its 

de-centralized property and immutability. However, the 

heterogeneity of current Blcokchain platform technologies 

leaves it in a dilemma where it is difficult to integrate the 

value and information exchange processes of multiple 

blockchain platforms with versatile consensus protocol. The 

study [2] has proposed several critical issues for cross-chain 

transaction circumstances. For example, when one 

blockchain system tries to access the data from another 

blockchain system for cross-chain transactions, it is 

necessary to have a consensus on data access, processing 

and storage and, after that, to walk toward to a mechanism 

ensuring trustworthy and consistency on data/transactions 

exchanged among communicating entities from different 

blockchains. Nevertheless, once two application systems 

belong to separate organizations and each of them has its 

own blockchain system, the different architecture and 

consensus mechanism will lead to security issues when data 

exchange and data access across chain systems, i.e. denial 

of services (DoS) attacks [3], double-spending [4] and 

selfish-mining attack [5]. For this reason, it is necessary to 

design a secure method that can guarantee the 

trustworthiness of cross-chain interoperability process. 

Furthermore, the method must be universally suitable to 

heterogeneous blockchain systems in numerous application 

scenarios. 

Hence, in this study we are devoted to develop a 

reputation management scheme to effectively detect and 

identify potential malicious attackers during cross-chain 

transactions. Our scheme focuses on evaluating the system 

trustworthiness in terms of nodes and chains. Moreover, to 

ensure the security of cross-chain interoperability, we adopt 

seven indicators resistant against existing known attacks as 

show in Table 1. These indicators will be considered as 

major evaluation criteria on rating the reputation of the 

nodes involved within cross-chains transactions.

 

TABLE I 

REPUTATION INDICATORS AND THREATS WITH CONDITION JUDGEMENT THAT USED IN OUR PROPOSED SCHEME 

Reputation Indicator Initial Value Condition Judgement 
Pre-define 

weight 
Corresponding Attack & Threat 

(Node) 

Node connect status 
None {

𝑖𝑓 Async,  − 1
𝑖𝑓 sync,  0

  1 None 

(Node) 

Hardware usage 

Average GPU compute 

power of a period of time. 
{
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑦 , −1

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ,  0
  0.6 

Selfish mining, Block withholding, 

Majority attack 
(Node) 

Average spending time of 

transaction 

Current time + Expect 
time of block generation. 

{
𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ,  − 1

𝑂𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ,  0 
𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,  − 1

  0.4 Double-spending, Consensus delay 

(Node) 

Transaction consequence 
None {

𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 , 1
𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒,  − 1

   1 
DDoS, Double-spending, 

Time-jacking attacks 

(Chain) 

Average network hashrate 

Average network hashing 
power of a period of time 

{
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑦 , −1

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ,  0
  0.6 

Stale orphaned blocks, Selfish 
mining, Majority attack 

(Chain) 

The delay time in block 

propagation 

None 
{

𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦  
𝐸(𝑇)

2
 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, −1

𝑂𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒,  0
    

1 

Consensus delay, Selfish mining, 

Block withholding, Stale & 
Orphaned blocks, Time-jacking 

attacks 

(Chain) 

Average spending time of 

each transaction 

Expect time 

𝐸(𝑇)

=
𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝐻𝑎𝑠ℎ_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
 

{
𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ,  − 1

𝑂𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ,  0 
𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,  − 1

  
0.4 Double-spending, Consensus delay 
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II. THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

In this section, we introduce our proposed dynamic 

reputation management scheme in which three 

independently heterogeneous blockchain systems including 

one relay chain are involved with. The rely chain are 

responsible for the agreement of transaction and the 

corresponding consensus which will be uploaded and 

accepted by these three heterogeneous blockchain systems. 

As shown in Fig. 1, we have a major relay-chain and two 

sub-chains in our system scenario. Each blockchain system 

and each node will have a specific reputation value as the 

degree of trust in the next interactions (and transactions). As 

the proposed system is used to prevent the misbehavior in 

heterogeneous blockchains, the analysis of the node and the 

chain’s past normal transaction records is adopted to detect 

potential misbehaviors. In addition, the proposed system 

allows to dynamically modify indicator weights by nodes in 

the relay-chain according to the frequency of current 

misbehaviors. 

 

 

A. Cross-chain interoperation process (Figure 1) 

Suppose that node 𝐵𝑗  in Blockchain_B wants to 

exchange information with node 𝐴𝑖 in Blockchain_A. The 

details of the phases are presented as follows. 

⚫ Phase 1: Node 𝐵𝑗  starts a request 𝑅𝑗  to a bridge 

node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
, which is responsible for transaction 

exchanging between nodes 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐵𝑗 , in the relay 

chain. The bridge node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 will establish a secure 

channel to Blockchain_A and launch a cross-chain 

interoperation.  

⚫ Phase 2: Node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 will judge the trustworthiness 

of Blockchain_B in terms of the reputation value 

through the three chain-level indicators, i.e. average 

network hashrate, the delay time in block propagation 

and average spending time of each transaction, as 

shown in Table 1. Meanwhile, node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 will 

evaluate if the reputation of node 𝐵𝑗  is satisfied 

through the four node-level indicators, i.e. node 

connect status, hardware usage, average spending 

time of transaction and transaction consequence, 

presented in Table 1. If one of these seven indicators 

does not pass a pre-defined threshold, node 𝑅𝐵𝑗
 will 

be judged as a potentially misbehaved node. The 

incoming request 𝑅𝑗 will be rejected and node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 

will send a message to node 𝐵𝑗  as a termination 

commend. If all of these seven indicators are all 

passed, it will proceed to Phase 3. 

⚫ Phase 3: Node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 then launches a request 𝑅𝑗′ 

and sends 𝑅𝑗′ to node 𝐴𝑖 . At the same time, the 

trustworthiness of node 𝐴𝑖 and Blockchain_A will be 

evaluated through the same steps in Phase 2. That is, 

the seven indicators presented in Table 1 will be 

adopted to examine whether node 𝐴𝑖  and 

Blockchain_A is classified to misbehaved one or not. 

⚫ Phase 4: Similarly, based on the indicators, node 𝐴𝑖 

then evaluates if the reputation of node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 is 

satisfied after obtaining the request 𝑅𝑗′. If it is not 

satisfied, node 𝐴𝑖  will send a message to RAiBj
 to 

cancel the current transaction. Otherwise, node Ai 

will accept the request. Next, Ai will send a reply Pi 

to node RAiBj
. 

⚫ Phase 5: Node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 will then check whether node 

𝐴𝑖  has successfully completed the request after 

receiving 𝑃𝑖 . In case of a normal transaction (which is 

successfully completed), the reputation of node 𝐴𝑖 

will be adjusted and 𝑃𝑖  will be sent back to node 𝐵𝑗  

through node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
. Otherwise, the reputation of 

node 𝐴𝑖 will be adjusted and the transaction will be 

terminated.  

⚫ Phase 6: Node 𝐵𝑗  confirms 𝑃𝑖  and the cross-chain 

transaction will be considered as a finished one. In 

case of a failed transaction, the reputation of 

Node 𝑅𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗
 will be adjusted by node 𝐵𝑗 . Afterwards, 

the information related to the failed transaction will 

be reported by node 𝐵𝑗 . 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we propose a reputation management 

scheme for communicating entities during cross-chain 

transactions. We summarize a list of indicators for 

reputation evaluation in which these indicators are against 

various Bleckchain-relevant attacks. Then, the evaluated 

reputation will be utilized to detect and identify misbehaved 

node and chain. In brief, our proposed scheme can achieve 

the compatibility among multiple blockchains, and 

guarantee a certain success rate of cross-chains transactions 

as well. 
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Figure 1: The interoperation process for cross-chains transactions. 


